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We have studied the properties of the prototype hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 using rel-
ativistic density functional theory (DFT). For our analysis we introduce the concept of CH3NH
+
3 “pair modes”,
that is, characteristic relative orientations of two neighboring CH3NH
+
3 cations. In our previous work [Phys.
Rev. B 94, 045201 (2016)] we identified two preferential orientations that a single CH3NH+3 cation adopts in
a unit cell. The total number of relevant pairs can be reduced from the resulting 196 combinations to only 25
by applying symmetry operations. DFT results of several 2×2×2 supercell models reveal the dependence of
the total energy, band gap and band structure on the distribution of CH3NH
+
3 cations and the pair modes. We
have then analyzed the pair-mode distribution of a series of 4×4×4 supercell models with disordered CH3NH+3
cations. Our results show that diagonally-oriented CH3NH
+
3 cations are rare in optimized CH3NH3PbI3 su-
percell structures. In the prevailing pair modes, the C–N bonds of the two neighboring CH3NH
+
3 cations are
aligned approximately vertically. Furthermore, we fit the coefficients of a pair-mode expansion to our supercell
DFT reference structures. The pair-mode model can then be used to quickly estimate the energies of disordered
perovskite structures. Our pair-mode concept provides combined atomistic-statistical insight into disordered
structures in bulk hybrid perovskite materials.
PACS numbers: 61.50.Ah, 71.15.Mb, 71.15.Nc, 81.07.Pr
I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid perovskite photovoltaic (HPPV) technology [1, 2]
is the most recent rising star in the emerging solar-cell com-
munity due to its record increase in power-conversion effi-
ciency (PCE) during the last five years [3]. The current state-
of-the-art HPPV architecture was proposed in 2012 achiev-
ing ∼10% PCE [4,5]. Now the PCE of HPPV cells has al-
ready reached 22%, overtaking the best-performing inorganic-
based single-junction thin-film cells such as CdTe and copper-
indium-gallium-selenide (CIGS) cells [3,6]. The most com-
mon photoactive material in HPPV cells is methylammonium
(MA ≡ CH3NH3) lead triiodide (CH3NH3PbI3, shortened
as MAPbI3 hereafter). This hybrid perovskite material ex-
hibits several advantageous features for photovoltaic applica-
tions, such as a band gap close to the optimal value for single-
junction solar-cell absorbers [7], excellent absorption strength
in the visible part of the solar spectrum [8], and high mobili-
ties for both electron and hole transport [9,10]. It can be syn-
thesized in solution at low temperature from common starting
materials that have limited harm to the environment. There-
fore HPPV cells are considered as promising candidates that
can offer clean, affordable and sustainable energy.
Apart from the PCE improvement, recent experimental and
theoretical studies in HPPV technology have focused on the
origin of the high mobility and low recombination rate [9–
12], the observed current-voltage hysteresis [7, 13–15], and
the stability of hybrid perovskites materials [16–18]. To re-
solve open questions in hybrid perovskites it is imperative
to develop a comprehensive understanding of their atomic
structure, which is both fundamental and challenging due to
∗ jingrui.li@aalto.fi
the structure’s complexity. Taking the prototype hybrid per-
ovskite MAPbI3 as an example, the central cation MA
+ is not
spherical (as, e.g., Cs+ in the conventional perovskite CsSnI3)
but exhibits polarity and an orientational preference in the
lattice. At low temperatures, MAPbI3 assumes a minimal-
energy structure with regularly-aligned MA+ cations and
thereby a regularly-deformed inorganic PbI−3 matrix, resulting
in an orthorhombic phase. Conversely, at room temperature or
above, the MA+ cations are thought to be randomly oriented
due to thermal fluctuations, forming (dynamically-)disordered
structures [7,19–21].
The detailed mechanism leading to disorder is not yet fully
understood. Wasylishen et al. [22] claimed that the change
of an MA+ ion’s C–N bond direction (called reorientation
hereafter) occurs on a sub-picosecond time scale in the cubic
phase of MA-based perovskites based on 14N-NMR measure-
ments. Conversely, Poglitsch and Weber (using millimeter-
wave spectroscopy) [19], Bakulin et al. (two-dimensional in-
frared vibrational spectroscopy) [23], and Chen et al. (quasi-
elastic neutron scattering) [24] reported characteristic times
for MA-reorientation on a picosecond time scale. For the acti-
vation energy of the C–N bond rotation, recent first-principles
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations give a value of 42 meV
[25], whereas other theoretical [27–30] and also experimental
[26,27] studies suggested that it is of the order of 100 meV.
Such a discrepancy can lead to significantly different sce-
narios. A small reorientation energy implies that the MA+
cations are loosely attached to the inorganic cage and can
rotate almost freely within the lattice at room temperature.
This would lead to dynamical three-dimensional isotropy on a
length scale of one single cell (∼6 Å). In contrast, if the acti-
vation energy is ∼100 meV (corresponding to ∼1200 K), the
probability for an MA+ to overcome such a barrier is very
low at room temperature. The MA+ cations will then re-
main bound to the inorganic framework via hydrogen bonds
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2[29,31,32] for a relatively long time. In this scenario, local-
ized MA-patterns [33–35] would form on short length scales.
On large length scales, MAPbI3 appears effectively cubic.
Modeling the orientational disorder of MA+ ions in
MAPbI3 is a challenging task. Quantum mechanical first-
principles techniques are required to correctly describe the
hydrogen bonding of MA+ ions to the inorganic cage and the
corresponding distortions of the cage. However, even density-
functional theory (DFT), which in local or semi-local approx-
imations is currently the most computationally efficient first-
principles technique, cannot scale up to the required length
scales or the large number of candidate structures. The sim-
ple primitive-cell model is not representative of MAPbI3’s
atomic structure, as it effectively describes a system of in-
finitely many aligned polar MA+ ions. The dipole moment
introduced by each MA+ unit can be canceled by compen-
sating alignments of MA+ ions in an appropriately chosen
supercell model. For such compensated models, the atomic
and electronic structure, especially in the low-temperature or-
thorhombic and tetragonal phases, can then be calculated at
the DFT or beyond level by means of small supercell models
such as
√
2×√2×2 and 2×2×2 [27,36–39]. 2×2×2 super-
cell models have also been adopted to study the distribution of
MA+ orientations at a finite temperature using ab initio MD
[34,40]. However, to really model disorder we would need
to know the structure of MAPbI3 on a length scale of a few
to a few tens of single (primitive) cells. 2×2×2 supercell
models do not suffice for this purpose, because of the peri-
odic boundary conditions, while DFT calculations for larger
supercell models become computationally very demanding.
Only recently three studies employed large supercell mod-
els to approach the structural complexity [25,44]. Meloni et
al. [25] used ab initio MD to study the time-dependent auto-
correlation function of C–N bond directions at different tem-
peratures in a 2
√
2×2√2×4 supercell model, and claimed an ac-
tivation energy of 42 meV for MA-reorientation. Lahnsteiner
et al. [44] constructed a series of n×n×n supercell models with
n = 2, 4, 6 to model MAPbI3 at different temperatures. Their
results indicate that the C–N bonds are very rarely oriented
along the diagonal direction within a single cell, and the an-
gles between the C–N bonds of two MA+ cations follow cer-
tain static and dynamical correlation in the cubic phase. Lahn-
steiner et al. provide an important reference for our study, es-
pecially for the analysis of C–N bond-direction and the align-
ment of MA+ ions in MAPbI3. In addition, they reported that
the upper bound for the reorientation of an MA+ is 7 ps at
room temperature. For even larger supercells (n = 8, 12), Ma
and Wang [43] studied the electronic structure of MAPbI3 us-
ing the ab initio three-dimensional fragment method. In their
model systems, the C–N bonds were randomly oriented along
the diagonal directions of a single cell. Their results indicate
that the orientational disorder induce a charge-density local-
ization of both valence-band-maximum and conduction-band-
minimum on small length scales.
In our previous work [32], we have comprehensively an-
alyzed the atomic structure of hybrid perovskites using the
primitive-cell model. We found several stable locations of
MA+ in the lattice. Moreover, our analysis revealed that the
stability of hybrid perovskites is closely related to the defor-
mation of the inorganic cage, which acts synergetically with
the organic ions analogous to a chicken-and-egg paradox. In
this work, we performed DFT calculations for a number of
different MAPbI3 supercell models and focus on the pairs of
neighboring MA+ ions. We devised a pair-mode description
that reduces each MA+ ion to a dipole [45] with discrete ori-
entations that were adopted from our previous primitive-cell
results [32]. We then defined the relative geometry of two
nearest individual dipoles as a “pair mode”. With the pair-
mode concept, we were able to relate the dependence of cer-
tain MAPbI3 properties (e.g., total energy, band structure) to
the distribution of MA-orientations and to the dipoles’ align-
ment. This was done by studying a series of 2×2×2 supercell
models. We further investigated 4×4×4 supercell models fo-
cusing on the distribution of pair modes. This distribution tells
us for a given dipole which dipole-orientations are preferred in
its surrounding, thus providing knowledge of the local struc-
ture beyond a single MAPbI3 unit cell.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we briefly describe the model systems and the compu-
tational details of our DFT calculations. Section III outlines
the concept of pair modes, and uses this concept to discuss
the results of the supercell models. Finally, Sec. IV concludes
with a summary.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The supercell models considered in this paper were con-
structed based on single (primitive) cells. In each single cell,
the MA+ is located close to the centre of the cell, Pb2+ at the
corners, and I− at the edge-centers. We considered a series
of 2×2×2 and 4×4×4 supercell models for different pur-
poses. In 2×2×2 supercell models the total dipole moment
can be easily canceled with regular alignments of MA+ ions.
Although a 2×2×2 supercell model is larger than a√2×√2×1
model, it has the advantage that it does not introduce artifi-
cial differences between the three lattice directions a priori.
Compared with the 2×2×2 counterparts, the larger 4×4×4
supercell models contain 64 MA+ cations, thus providing ap-
propriate model systems to mimic the disordered structures by
introducing randomly oriented MA+ ions. The considered su-
percell models were fully-randomly initialized with different
MA+ alignments.
The choice of 4×4×4 supercell models (containing 768
atoms) is based on the following considerations: (a) The
smaller 3×3×3 supercell models cannot properly host the
octahedron-tilting of the perovskite structure due to the odd
number of single cells along each lattice vector [46]. Nonethe-
less, we have also studied a series of 3×3×3 supercells and
the results are provided in Sec. S4 of Ref. [61] for compari-
son. (b) Some smaller supercell models, such as 2
√
2×2√2×4,
may introduce artifacts, as they limit the number of possibili-
ties of MA-alignments along the two shorter lattice vectors so
that the results would be very sensitive to the random initial
geometry of MA+ ions [44]. (c) Even larger supercell mod-
els contain > 1 000 atoms and are thus too computationally
3expensive for conventional DFT modeling.
In our previous study [32] we demonstrated that the
“PBE+vdW” exchange-correlation functional produces the
lattice constants of hybrid perovskite systems in good agree-
ment with experiment, and can properly describe the inter-
action between the organic cations and the inorganic frame-
work. Thus we adopted this functional for all DFT calcula-
tions in this work. Specifically, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) generalized gradient approximation [47] was used as
the exchange-correlation functional, and the long-range van
der Waals (vdW) interactions were described by employing
the Tkatchenko-Scheffler method based on the Hirshfeld par-
titioning of the electron density [48]. In addition, scalar rel-
ativistic effects were included via the zero-order regular ap-
proximation (ZORA) [49]. Although spin-orbit coupling [50–
53] and exact exchange or many-body corrections [52,54,55]
have significant impact on the band structure of MAPbI3, we
did not include them in the band-structure calculations (for the
2×2×2 supercell models), since they are computationally very
demanding. For the relative differences of band gaps between
different supercell models PBE+vdW+ZORA is sufficient.
All calculations were carried out using the all-electron
numeric-atom-centered orbital code FHI-AIMS [56–58]. For
the 2×2×2 supercell models, we used a Γ-centered 4×4×4
k-point mesh and tier 2 basis sets for both structure relax-
ation and band-structure calculations. We performed direct
lattice-vector optimization with the analytical stress tensor im-
plemented in FHI-AIMS [59]. For the larger 4×4×4 supercells,
we have reduced the computational expense by employing a
2×2×2 k-point mesh and tier 1 basis sets. The geometries were
optimized for a fixed size of the cubic unit cell, for which the
lattice parameter a = 25.25 Å was adopted based on the ex-
perimental value a0 = 6.31 Å of the primitive cell [7]. The re-
sults of all relevant calculations of this work are available from
the Novel Materials Discovery (NoMaD) repository [60].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Definition of CH3NH+3 “pair modes”
The essential difference between conventional perovskites
such as CsPbI3 and hybrid perovskites is the monovalent cen-
tral cation. Metal cations such as Cs+ are spherically sym-
metric, while the polar organic CH3NH
+
3 cation has a per-
manent dipole moment pointing from the C-end (the methyl
group) to the N-end (the ammonium cation group). Thus, in
a primitive-cell model all MA+ ions will be aligned parallel.
This would result in a large dipole moment in the bulk mate-
rial, which is not observed experimentally. Supercell models
allow us to cancel the total dipole moment in the supercell. In
this paper, we calculated the total dipole moment within a su-
percell by the vector sum of individual MA+ dipole moments
(or its average per MAPbI3 unit) and represent it in terms of
p0, the permanent dipole moment of an isolate MA
+ in vac-
uum. Our PBE+vdW/tier 2 result of p0 is 2.2 D, very close to
the B3LYP/6-31G* result of 2.3 D [33].
Our previous DFT calculations [32] revealed two stable
structures of the cubic primitive-cell model, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). Specifically, in the left structure of Fig. 1(a), the
C–N bond is oriented along the diagonal ([111] or equivalent)
direction of the single unit cell, while in the right structure it
is oriented along the face-to-face ([100] or equivalent) direc-
tion with a small deviation. The face-to-face MA+ structure
is 21 meV more stable than the diagonal structure. We at-
tribute this stability to the considerably larger deformation of
the inorganic-framework in the face-to-face structure. As a
side note, the internal atomic geometry of MA+ in MAPbI3 is
nearly independent of its location in the unit cell.
(a) Two stable orientations of MA+ in the primitive-cell model
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Figure 1. Symbolic representation of a CH3NH
+
3 ion by an arrow
pointing from C to N. (a) Two stable structures (left: with diagonally-
oriented MA+, and right: with MA+ oriented approximately along
face-to-face) obtained from primitive-cell calculations (data taken
from Ref. [32]). C, N, H, Pb and I atoms are colored in green, yel-
low, gray, blue and red, respectively. (b,c) Dipole representation for
MA+ along (b) diagonal and (c) face-to-face orientations.  and ⊗
indicate dipoles that are perpendicular to the plane of the paper and
point out of and into it, respectively. Likewise, thick solid arrows in
panel (b) point out of the plane of the paper, while dashed arrows
point into the paper.
To simplify our notation, we abstract each MA+ in the opti-
mized MAPbI3 structure by an arrow along its C–N bond that
represents its dipole moment. Corresponding to the 8 diago-
nal and 6 face-to-face directions in the cubic single cell, there
4are altogether 14 possible directions for such a dipole. They
are illustrated in Figs. 1(b) and (c), respectively.
In our definition, a “pair mode” is the alignment of a pair of
neighboring MA+ ions. From the 14 dipole directions shown
in Fig. 1 we can derive 142 = 196 pair modes. However,
this number can be significantly reduced to 25 by considering
only symmetry inequivalent modes, since many modes can be
transformed into each other. The 25 inequivalent modes are
listed in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows an example of transforma-
tions among several equivalent modes. We will discuss our
supercell models in terms of the pair modes listed in Fig. 2
hereafter. Specifically, modes No. 1–6 and No. 11–13 are
constructed by two diagonal dipoles, modes No. 7–10 and
No. 14–17 by one diagonal and one face-to-face dipole, and
modes No. 18–25 by two face-to-face dipoles. In this paper
we will only discuss dipoles with “strict” face-to-face orienta-
tions. Pair modes resulting from dipoles that deviate from the
face-to-face line by the angle found in our previous work [32]
are presented in Sec. S1 of Ref. [61].
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Figure 2. The 25 pair modes of neighboring MA+ ions considered in this paper. Each MA+ ion is represented by arrows indicating the
direction from C to N, that is, the direction of the CH3NH
+
3 dipole.
B. Properties of optimized 2×2×2 supercell models
1. General properties analysis based on dipole-direction
distribution
In our previous primitive-cell study we found only two sta-
ble structures [32], as alluded to before. For 2×2×2 supercell
models, the situation changes dramatically. There are many
possible alignments of MA-dipoles in the initial structures.
The optimization of them using the aforementioned DFT ap-
proach results in different atomic geometries corresponding
to different local total-energy minima. Here we first select
from the many local minima and structures that we found the
nonpolar structures, in which the vector sum of MA-dipole
moments (approximately) vanishes.
z x
y
≡ ≡
1
Figure 3. Conversion of an arbitrary pair mode (left) into mode
No. 25 (right) via a series of symmetry operations: rotation around
−z for 90° then rotation around x for 180°.
Figure 4 shows a geometry optimized 2×2×2 supercell in
which all MA+ ions are oriented diagonally. The C–N bonds
are aligned parallel and alternatingly point in opposite direc-
5tions. This results in a nearly-vanishing net dipole moment
in the supercell: the three components of the average dipole-
moment vector are 0.001, 0.004 and 0.003 p0.
1
Figure 4. An optimized 2×2×2 supercell structure in which all
MA+ cations are oriented diagonally. The hydrogen bonds between
I− anions and H atoms in the -NH+3 group are highlighted by gray
dashed lines.
Figure 5 shows four optimized 2×2×2 supercells, in which
all MA+ cations are oriented face-to-face. Also shown are
their band structures along three high-symmetry lines Γ–X,
Γ–Y and Γ–Z around the band gap (for band structures along
more high-symmetry lines we refer to Sec. S2 of Ref. [61]).
Corresponding key parameters of these structures (e.g., rel-
ative stability, band gap) are listed in Table I. Structure III
[Fig. 5(c)] is the most stable one as it corresponds to the low-
est total energy among them. We set its total energy to 0 here-
after. The total energy of structures I [Fig. 5(a)], II [Fig. 5(b)]
and IV [Fig. 5(d)] are 898, 182 and 500 meV per unit cell, or
112, 23 and 63 meV per MAPbI3, respectively. The total en-
ergy of the structure shown in Fig. 4 is 170 meV per MAPbI3,
much higher than structures I–IV. Following the analysis of
our previous work [32], this can be rationalized by the oc-
currence of diagonally-oriented MA+ ions. These diagonally
oriented dipoles prevent the inorganic framework from releas-
ing energy by deforming the inorganic cage, which leads to a
significantly higher total energy. It is thus unlikely that many
diagonally oriented dipoles occur in MAPbI3, which is also
confirmed by our supercell calculations. Therefore we only
focus on structures I–IV hereafter, in which only face-to-face
MA+ ions are involved. Some structural parameters and the
band structure of the systems shown in Fig. 4 are given in
Sec. S3 of Ref. [61].
For each optimized supercell structure, we illustrate the
MA-alignment “pattern” in both Fig. 5 and Table I. These
patterns show that in structures I–III the MA+ cations are
(approximately) located within the xy plane and regularly
aligned. For the properties of each of these system, we there-
fore observe an equivalence between the x and y directions,
whereas the z-direction exhibits differences. For example, the
lattice parameters a and b are approximately equal, whereas c
differs (cf. Table I). This equivalence is also reflected in the
band structures [see Figs. 5(a)–(c), upper-right panels]: for
each system, the band structures in the Γ–X and Γ–Y direc-
tions are identical, while Γ–Z shows a different band disper-
sion.
Conversely, in structure IV the MA-dipoles are oriented
along the six different face-to-face directions±x,±y and±z.
The MA+ alignment exhibits a quasi-random character and
no equivalence between any two directions can be observed.
This results in different lattice parameters a, b and c. However,
the root-mean-square deviation of {a, b, c} of structure IV is
0.13 Å, clearly smaller than structure I (0.19 Å), II (0.22 Å)
and III (0.18 Å). In addition, Fig. 5(d) shows that the band
structures of structure IV along Γ–X, Γ–Y and Γ–Z are gen-
erally similar.
2. Pair-mode analysis
In the previous section, we discussed the lattice parameters
and band structures of four characteristic 2×2×2 supercell
models in terms of their dipole distribution. Now we ana-
lyze their total energies and band gaps in terms of pair modes.
Figure 5 shows the dipole pattern for each geometry in the no-
tation established in Fig. 1 (also listed in the fourth and fifth
columns of Table I).
For a 2× 2× 2 supercell model, each MA+ has 6 near-
est neighbors, thus there are altogether 12 · 6 · 23 = 24 pair
modes after eliminating double counting. Since all dipoles
in these four systems are oriented along face-to-face direc-
tions, only modes No. 18–25 will contribute. Specifically, in
modes No. 18, 19 and 21, the two dipoles are (approximately)
linearly aligned; modes No. 20 and 22 include two vertical
dipoles; modes No. 23 and 24 two parallel dipoles; and the
two dipoles in mode No. 25 are orthogonal to each other and
not located in the same plane. These geometric characteristics
are summarized in Table II.
In structure I, II or III, the orientation of dipoles within a
layer (i.e., with similar z coordinate) alternates between x and
y. This results in 8 pair modes of type 20 and 8 modes of
type 22 (these two different “vertical” modes, in which the
two dipoles are vertical and approximately in-plane, appear in
pairs due to the periodic boundary conditions for 2×2×2 super-
cell models). As a result, these three systems exhibit similar
geometric properties as alluded to in the previous section.
However, both the total energy and band gap of structure I
are significantly different from those of structures II and III,
which we attribute to the difference in the remaining pair
modes. In structures II and III, the dipoles in the “bottom”
and the “top” layers are oriented in opposite directions, intro-
ducing 8 antiparallel modes (No. 24). This similarity leads
to similar band gaps (difference ∼0.1 eV) and relatively close
total energies (difference∼20 meV per unit MAPbI3). In con-
trast, in structure I, the identical alignment in these two layers
results in 8 parallel modes (No. 23). The significantly higher
total energy (>100 meV per unit) suggests that mode No. 23,
in which the two dipoles are aligned parallel, is less favorable
than mode No. 24 that contains two antiparallel dipoles. In
addition, the occurrence of the parallel mode also gives rise
to a smaller band gap (by ∼0.3 eV compared to structure III).
Our results for structures I–III suggest a correlation between
the stability of hybrid perovskites and the size of the band gap,
that is, the higher the stability the larger the band gap. This
observation agrees well with the trend reported by a recent
experimental-theoretical study [62].
Despite the apparently different dipole-direction distri-
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Figure 5. Four optimized 2×2×2 supercell structures I, II, III and IV (in the upper-left panels) in which all MA+ cations are oriented
approximately face-to-face. For each system, the band structure (in the upper-right panel) as well as the patterns of MA-dipoles (in the lower
panel) in the bottom (0<z<0.5) and top (0.5<z<1) layers of the unit cell (bottom panels) are also shown.
bution, structure IV has a similar although not identical
pair-mode distribution compared to structure III. The three-
dimensional dipole-network results in 8 pair modes of type 20,
8 modes of type 22, 4 modes of type 24 and 4 modes of
type 25. Hence, the major difference arises from the presence
of mode No. 25, in which the two dipoles are approximately
vertical and not located within the same plane. Our DFT re-
sults give a moderately higher total energy for structure IV
(∼60 meV per unit) and a band gap that is very close to that
of structure III. This suggests that mode No. 25 does not sig-
nificantly reduce the overall stability of the system.
Recapping the pair-mode distribution in 2×2×2 supercell
models: The in-plane vertical modes, No. 20 and 22, are abun-
dant. The antiparallel mode (No. 24) can significantly stabi-
lize the system, whereas mode No. 25 decreases stability. The
parallel mode (No. 23) is energetically unfavorable. The lin-
ear modes (No. 18, 19 and 21) are not present in structures I–
IV.
7Table I. Geometry parameters and properties of PBE+vdW optimized 2×2×2 supercell structures I, II, III and IV. Listed are lattice parameters (in
Å), average MA+ dipole moment (in p0), patterns of MA-dipoles in the unit cell, distribution of MA-dipole directions, pair-mode distribution,
relative total energy (in meV per unit MAPbI3) and band gap (in eV).
Structure Lattice Average MA
+ Bottom-layer Top-layer Dipole-direction Pair-mode Relative Band gap
parameters dipole moment pattern pattern distribution distribution total energy
I a = 12.28 |px| = 0.003
z x
y
2
z x
y
3
2 +x, 2 −x, 8 modes No. 20, 112 1.469
b = 12.28 |py| = 0.000 2 +y, 2 −y 8 modes No. 22,
c = 12.68 |pz| = 0.195 8 modes No. 23
II a = 12.26 |px| = 0.001
z x
y
5
z x
y
6
2 +x, 2 −x, 8 modes No. 20, 23 1.654
b = 12.24 |py| = 0.002 2 +y, 2 −y 8 modes No. 22,
c = 12.71 |pz| = 0.008 8 modes No. 24
III a = 12.24 |px| = 0.001
z x
y
8
z x
y
9
2 +x, 2 −x, 8 modes No. 20, 0 1.762
b = 12.24 |py| = 0.000 2 +y, 2 −y 8 modes No. 22,
c = 12.62 |pz| = 0.008 8 modes No. 24
IV a = 12.55 |px| = 0.003
z x
y
11
z x
y
12
1 +x, 1 −x, 8 modes No. 20, 63 1.745
b = 12.24 |py| = 0.017 1 +y, 1 −y, 8 modes No. 22,
c = 12.38 |pz| = 0.012 2 +z, 2 −z 4 modes No. 24,
4 modes No. 25
Table II. Relative geometry of dipoles in pair modes No. 18–25 de-
fined in Fig. 2.
Mode No. Dipole-dipole Geometry
18 linear, extending
19 linear, head-to-head
20 vertical, in-plane
21 linear, tail-to-tail
22 vertical, in-plane
23 parallel
24 antiparallel
25 vertical, out-of-plane
C. Pair-mode distribution in optimized 4×4×4 supercell
structures
1. Reference structures and dipole distributions
In this section we discuss the DFT (PBE+vdW) results for a
series of 4×4×4 MAPbI3 supercell models. Our objective is to
generate snapshots of the cubic (high-temperature) MAPbI3
phase, in which the MA+ ions are disordered. We therefore
fixed the lattice parameters to a = b = c = 25.25 Å for the
4×4×4 supercells. This value corresponds to four times 6.31 Å
— the experimental lattice parameter of the cubic-phase [7].
The atomic positions in the 4×4×4 supercell models were
randomly initialized using the following protocol:
(i) The C–N bond midpoint of each MA+ ion was located
at the center of each single cell.
(ii) For each MA+, the direction of C–N bond and the ax-
ial rotational angle of the ion around the C–N bond was
randomly set.
(iii) The initial PbI−3 framework is undeformed.
For each initial structure, we calculated the total electrostatic
dipole-dipole interaction energy Eddinit by summing the interac-
tion energy of each dipole pair. We used p0 = 2.2 D and a
dielectric constant of 25.7 [55] in this paper. The electrostatic
energy is fast to compute and allows us to sample many thou-
sands of 4×4×4 models to generate an energy distribution as
shown in Fig. 6(a). The distribution is of Gaussian character
centered at 0. Due to the small dipole moment of each MA-
dipole and the large dielectric constant, the distribution width
is quite small (∼0.4 meV per MA-dipole).
We randomly selected 33 initial structures from Fig. 6(a)
in this paper. The distribution of their single-point total en-
ergies (centered at their mean value), as plotted in Fig. 6(b),
exhibits a quasi Gaussian character with a much larger width
(∼10 meV per MA+) than Fig. 6(a). In addition, there is no
clear correlation between the electrostatic-energy and total-
energy sequence in these model systems. These results tell
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Figure 6. Probability distribution of (a) electrostatic dipole-dipole in-
teraction energy in the initial structures, (b) total energy in the initial
structures, and (c) total energy in the DFT (PBE+vdW) optimized
structures of 4×4×4 supercell models (black curves). The red verti-
cal lines indicate the energies of the samples discussed in this paper.
All energies are given in meV per MAPbI3 unit.
us that the electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction energy has
only a minor contribution to the total energy. This implies
that previously proposed large-scale simulation models based
on the dipole-dipole interaction energy, such as the classical
Monte Carlo approaches in Refs. [34,35], would erroneously
overemphasize the electrostatic interaction energy.
For the DFT-optimized structures of these 33 samples, we
plot the distribution of total energies in Fig. 6(c). This distri-
bution is somewhat broader than Fig. 6(b) (∼15 meV). Fig-
ures 7(a) and (b) show the optimized structures that have the
highest and lowest total energies, respectively. Their differ-
ence is only 20 meV per MAPbI3 unit, which is very small
compared to the total-energy difference among the 2×2×2
supercell models discussed in the previous section. We can
therefore use these 33 optimized structures to properly repre-
sent the many possibilities of the disordered structure of the
cubic (high-temperature) MAPbI3 phase.
We observe three common features in the optimized struc-
tures of these 33 model systems [Figures 7(a) and (b) as two
examples]. First, the average dipole moments are small (data
not shown), thus they can be considered approximately non-
polar. Second, most of the MA dipoles, which were fully-
randomly initialized, were reoriented into face-to-face direc-
tions in the DFT-optimized structures. Third, they exhibit no-
ticeable inorganic-framework deformation, which is irregular
and local, and occurs along all three lattice vectors. This
is very different to the deformation patterns in the ordered
2×2×2 structures shown in Figs. 5(a)–(c) (they are period-
ically extended within parallel lattice planes). The average
octahedron-tilting angle is 11.2°, clearly smaller than the (in-
plane) tilting angles in Figs. 5(a)–(c) (ranging between 15.5
and 16.9°), as well as the average tilting angle in the irregu-
lar structure Fig. 5(d) (14.5°). Figure 8 shows that, there is a
rough correlation between the larger average tilting angle and
the lower total energy within these 33 optimized cubic super-
cell structures.
In these 33 model systems, the total energy of the relaxed
structures is on average 225 meV per MAPbI3 unit lower than
that of the initial structures. The contribution to this total-
energy minimization, as we understand, consists of two major
components: the formation of hydrogen bonds (40–50 meV
per bond, thus 120–150 meV for three bonds [29–32]), and
the inorganic-cage deformation. Estimated in this way, the
latter contribution is much larger than the ∼20 meV per unit
MAPbI3 (with an average deformation angle of 5.4°) reported
in our previous primitive-cell study [32]. This can be ratio-
nalized by the much larger average tilting angle (11.2°) in the
optimized 4×4×4 structures. Most of the MA-dipoles (a) are
properly bound to the inorganic framework and (b) adopt the
(quasi-)face-to-face direction in the optimized structures as al-
luded to earlier. We therefore argue that the difference in total
energies among the 33 DFT-relaxed structures is mainly due to
different alignments of MA-dipoles which result in different
magnitudes and shapes of inorganic-framework deformation.
2. Pair-mode analysis
To understand the final dipole alignments we make use
of our pair-mode concept. Here we first analyze the pair-
mode distribution of the optimized structures with the highest
[Fig. 7(a)] and lowest [Fig. 7(b)] total energies. Their dipole
patterns in different xy layers (the z coordinates of MA+ ions
are similar within the same layer) are plotted in Fig. 7. Ta-
ble III summarizes the distribution of altogether 12 ·6·43 = 192
modes in each structure.
Four aspects characterize the pair-mode distributions:
(1) Diagonal dipoles are very rare: only 1 in Fig. 7(a), result-
ing in 6 pair modes in the mode 1–17 category. All other
dipoles are distributed over all six face-to-face directions
±x,±y and±z, similar to structure IV of 2×2×2 supercell
model discussed previously.
(2) Vertical modes, especially the in-plane modes (No. 20 and
22), dominate in both structures. The out-of-plane mode
(No. 25) is of nearly equal importance in Fig. 7(a), while
in Fig. 7(b) it is less frequent.
(3) The only noticeable distribution of linear modes is No. 18
in Fig. 7(a) (13/192 = 0.068).
(4) The two parallel modes are equally distributed in Fig. 7(a),
while in Fig. 7(b) the antiparallel mode (No. 24) is signif-
icantly more populated than No. 23.
To summarize, the lowest-energy structure [Fig. 7(b)] exhibits
much higher distribution in pair modes No. 20 and 22, nearly
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Figure 7. Two optimized structures of 4×4×4 supercell models and their MA-dipole patterns within xy layers of different z ranges.
no population in linear modes, and obvious importance in
mode No. 24 over No. 23.
To quantify the pair-mode pattern, we generate a pair-mode
distribution from the 33 considered samples in this work. Fig-
ure 9(a) shows the pair-mode distribution of each sample as
a heat map, and Fig. 9(b) shows the overall pair-mode distri-
bution of all 33 samples (altogether 33 · 12 · 6 · 43 = 6336
modes). Figure 9(a) indicates that the pair-mode distributions
associated with all samples are similar. In general, the popula-
tion of all pair modes that involve one or two diagonal dipoles,
i.e., No. 1–17, is negligible. This indicates that the probability
to find a diagonally oriented MA+ cation in the relaxed dis-
ordered cubic structure is very low, in good agreement with
the ab initio MD results of polar-angle distribution of MA+
ions [44]. The vertical modes (No. 20, 22 and 25), especially
the in-plane modes No. 20 and 22, are the most dominant.
The parallel (No. 23) and antiparallel (No. 24) modes are also
noticeably distributed and they have almost equal population.
Finally, the population of the linear modes (No. 18, 19 and
21) is small. The occurrence of the head-to-head (No. 19) and
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Figure 8. Relative total energy (per unit MAPbI3) vs. the average
octahedron-tilting angle of each optimized 4×4×4 supercell structure.
Table III. Pair-mode distribution of optimized 4×4×4 supercell mod-
els shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b).
Mode No. Fig. 7(a) Fig. 7(b)
(highest energy) (lowest energy)
Diagonal-dipole containing pair modes
1–17 6 0
Linear modes
18 13 2
19 3 1
21 2 3
Vertical modes
20 42 60
22 44 56
25 40 22
Parallel modes
23 21 17
24 21 31
tail-to-tail (No. 21) modes is almost negligible.
The pair-mode distribution shown in Fig. 9 enables us
to construct large MAPbI3 models that are out of reach of
DFT. Since such large models follow the MA-distribution in
stable configurations and include MA+ nearest-neighbor in-
teractions, they will provide good models to study realistic
MAPbI3 structures under realistic conditions. The construc-
tion of such large multi-scale MAPbI3 models will be the sub-
ject of future work [63].
To better understand the pair-mode distribution in Fig. 9, we
focus on the modes No. 18–25. For an arbitrary face-to-face
dipole, the possibilities to construct different pair modes with
another face-to-face nearest neighbor are different. For exam-
ple, there are 2 ways to construct mode No. 18 [Fig. 10(a)]
and 4 ways for No. 24 [Fig. 10(b)]. Table IV lists the num-
ber of possibilities and the corresponding probabilities (i.e.,
number of possibilities divided by 6 · 6 = 36). These proba-
bilities refer to fully-random systems, in which the dipoles are
(a) oriented along face-to-face directions and (b) do not in-
teracting with each other (i.e., neither electrostatically nor via
cage deformation). From the DFT results, we can then extract
the probabilities in the relaxed structures associated with these
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Figure 9. Pair-mode distribution of optimized 4× 4× 4 supercell
models: (a) distribution of each individual sample, and (b) the overall
distribution of all samples.
modes that take the full electrostatic and structural response
into account. We define these probabilities as the number of
times a mode occurs in the 33 samples divided by the total
number of modes in the 4×4×4 supercell models (6336). The
resulting probabilities are also listed in Table IV and enable
a direct comparison between non-interacting dipoles and the
real systems.
1
(a) Pair mode No. 18
2
(b) Pair mode No. 24
Figure 10. Possibilities to construct pair mode (a) No. 18 and (b)
No. 24 for a face-to-face dipole (colored in red) with its nearest
neighbors (colored in black).
We start from the vertical modes No. 20, 22 and 25. They
are the highest populated modes in fully-random systems thus
11
Table IV. Number of possibilities and probability to construct a pair
mode (from No. 18 to No. 25) for an arbitrary dipole in a system in
which all dipoles are fully randomly distributed in 6 face-to-face di-
rections, as well as the probability of this mode in the 33 investigated
relaxed 4×4×4 supercell-models.
Mode No. Number of Probability in Probability in
possibilities fully-random systems relaxed systems
18 2 0.056 0.036
19 1 0.028 0.012
20 8 0.222 0.267
21 1 0.028 0.009
22 8 0.222 0.274
23 4 0.111 0.092
24 4 0.111 0.103
25 8 0.222 0.189
can be understood as “intrinsically” dominant modes. In re-
laxed structures, there are significant increases in the distri-
bution in both in-plane modes, No. 20 (0.045, namely 20.3%)
and 22 (0.051 or 23.1%). In contrast, a noticeable drop (0.033
or 14.9%) can be observed in the DFT results for the out-of-
plane mode No. 25. For the least populated linear modes, the
MA-pair interaction results in a 0.019 (34.4%) drop for mode
No. 18, and a more significant decrease in the population in
both modes No. 19 and 22 (the distribution in these two modes
almost vanish in the optimized structures). Finally, the dis-
tribution in both parallel (No. 23) and antiparallel (No. 24)
modes are nearly identical and slightly lower than the theoret-
ical values.
3. Pair-mode expansion of the total energy
We can now use the dominant modes in Tab. IV, that is
modes No. 18, 20 and 22–25, to perform a mode expansion of
the total energy of a supercell structure:
Eoptm =
∑
n
pnEn + const, n ∈ {18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25}.
(1)
Here n labels the pair modes, pn is the probability of the nth
mode (last column of Tab. IV), and En the associated “pair-
mode energy”. Using Eq. (1) to fit the total-energy and pair-
mode-distribution data, we obtained the set of En listed in
Table V. We use the constant term in Eq. 1 to shift the smallest
pair-mode energy value, i.e. E20, to 0. The resulting pair-
mode energis agree reasonably well with our analysis of the
pair-mode distribution, and can give us an estimate of how
the system will react to the change of an MA-dipole from one
face-to-face direction to another. For example, from mode
No. 20 to No. 23, the system total energy will increase by
∼50 meV.
Our results indicate that, in MAPbI3, the interaction be-
tween the neighboring MA+ ions favors the in-plane ver-
tical modes No. 20 and 22. The prevalent population of
Table V. Pair-mode energies (in meV) of modes No. 18, 20 and 22–25
calculated by fitting Eq. (1).
Mode No. (n) Pair-mode energy (En)
18 52.9
20 0
22 6.8
23 49.9
24 24.5
25 31.9
these two modes (together with the out-of-plane vertical mode
No. 25) causes a three-dimensional isotropy on a large length
scale, which effectively makes the material cubic. Conversely,
the vanishing population in the linear modes (No. 18, espe-
cially No. 19 and 21) strongly limits the formation of linearly
aligned neighboring MA+ ions. This is very different to the
formation of long linear MA-chains predicted by the combi-
nation of ab initio MD and classical Monte Carlo simulations
based on purely electrostatic interactions [34,35].
4. Angular distribution of dipoles
So far we have limited our discussion to discrete MA-dipole
angles (0, 90 and 180°). In reality, the angle varies continu-
ously between 0 and 180°. From the DFT-optimized 4×4×4
structures we extracted the angle between each pair of nearest-
neighbor MA-dipoles. The distribution of this angle (plotted
in Fig. 11) is similar to the previous ab initio MD results [44].
Here we briefly discuss the three characteristic features of the
distribution:
(1) 180° (cosine = −1), corresponding to pair modes No. 19,
21 and 24: the distribution exhibits a sharp peak, since
only population in No. 24 is noticeable and the two dipoles
tend to take nearly perfect antiparallel alignment.
(2) 0° (cosine = 1), modes No. 18 and 23: in many cases the
two dipoles form an angle (up to ∼45°) instead of being
aligned perfectly in one direction, thus resulting in a broad
distribution.
(3) 90° (cosine = 0): the most populated modes No. 20, 22
and 25 are all included in the large region of (∼ 45,∼
135)°.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied a series of MAPbI3 supercell models using
DFT. To establish a multi-scale model, we derived and ana-
lyzed the concept of “pair modes”, i.e., the interaction of near-
est MA-ion pairs. We first investigated several small 2×2×2 su-
percell models, in which we can cancel out the overall dipole
moment by hand using suitable dipole orientations. Our DFT
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Figure 11. Distribution of the cosine function of θnn (the angle be-
tween two nearest-neighbor MA-dipoles) averaged over all 33 opti-
mized 4×4×4 supercell structures.
results indicate that differences in pair modes have a signif-
icant effect on the atomic and electronic structure of these
models. This finding motivated our exploration into larger
4×4×4 MAPbI3 supercell models, which we used to sim-
ulate disordered MAPbI3 structures by randomly initializing
the MA+ orientations. Structural optimization using DFT and
our pair mode analysis reveal that the final locations of MA+
ions is not fully random, but follows certain preferred orienta-
tions that depend on the surrounding. Our results indicate that
vertical geometries are preferred for nearest MA-pairs, which
will lead to the formation of three-dimensionally isotropic net-
work of MA dipoles. In contrast, linearly extended MA-pairs
in neighboring cells are largely suppressed.
The discussion of pair modes and their distribution in this
paper is based on a series of (meta)stable configurations of
disordered MAPbI3. DFT is an appropriate tool for this pur-
pose as it can predict the geometries and give a reliable esti-
mation of total energies of these configurations. We can use
this dipole distribution to build a multi-scale model to gener-
ate the local structure in bulk MAPbI3 samples on large length
scales, e.g., of a few tens of single cells [63]. The fitted pair-
mode energies obtained in this work and the energy barriers
for an MA dipole to change its direction calculated in our
other works using DFT [29,30] allow us to include temper-
ature in this multi-scale modeling scheme
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S1. PAIR-MODE DEFINITION WHEN CONSIDERING THE DEVIATION OF MA+-DIPOLES FROM THE FACE-TO-FACE
DIRECTION
In our previous work [1] we found two stable orientations for MA+ cations in the cubic primitive-cell model. In the “diagonal”
structure [the left structure of Fig. 1(a) in the manuscript], the C–N bond is oriented along the diagonal direction of the single
unit cell. We thus denote the direction of the MA+-dipole [111], [111¯], and so forth. In the “face-to-face” structure [the right
structure of Fig. 1(b) in the manuscript], the C–N bond is oriented along the face-to-face direction of the single unit cell with a
small deviation. This deviation is system- and model-dependent. For example, it is 23.2° in the primitive-cell model of MAPbI3
[1], 22.3° on average in structure II, and 8.4° on average in Structure III. According to the primitive-cell results [1], the C–N
bond along the [100] direction is located in the symmetry planes [002] or [020]. The resulting C–N bond directions including the
deviation are then [10], [1¯0], [10] or [10¯].
The six face-to-face MA+ dipoles in Fig. 1(c) in the manuscript can be subdivided into twenty-four dipole directions as
follows (thick solid and dashed arrows point out of and into the plane of the paper, respectively):
Without With deviation
deviation
z x
y
⇒
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
⇒
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
⇒
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
⇒
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
⇒
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
⇒
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
z x
y
Together with the eight diagonal directions, there are 32 possible directions for an MA+ dipole. This results in 86 symmetry
inequivalent modes as follows:
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• Pair modes No. 1–6:
z x
⇒
z x
y
No. 1
z x
y
No. 2
z x
y
No. 3
z x
y
No. 4
z x
y
No. 5
z x
y
No. 6
• Pair mode No. 7 can be splits into 2 variations:
z x
y
No. 7
⇒
z x
y
No. 71
z x
y
No. 72
• Pair mode No. 8 splits into 2 variations:
z x
y
No. 8
⇒
z x
y
No. 81
z x
y
No. 82
• Pair mode No. 9 splits into 4 variations:
z x
y
No. 9
⇒
z x
y
No. 91
z x
y
No. 92
z x
y
No. 93
z x
y
No. 94
• Pair mode No. 10 splits into 4 variations:
z x
y
No. 10
⇒
z x
y
No. 101
z x
y
No. 102
z x
y
No. 103
z x
y
No. 104
• Pair modes No. 11–13:
z x
⇒
z x
y
No. 11
z x
y
No. 12
z x
y
No. 13
• Pair mode No. 14 splits into 2 variations:
z x
y
No. 14
⇒
z x
y
No. 141
z x
y
No. 142
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• Pair mode No. 15 splits into 2 variations:
z x
y
No. 15
⇒
z x
y
No. 151
z x
y
No. 152
• Pair mode No. 16 splits into 4 variations:
z x
y
No. 16
⇒
z x
y
No. 161
z x
y
No. 162
z x
y
No. 163
z x
y
No. 164
• Pair mode No. 17 splits into 4 variations:
z x
y
No. 17
⇒
z x
y
No. 171
z x
y
No. 172
z x
y
No. 173
z x
y
No. 174
• Pair mode No. 18 splits into 3 variations:
z x
y
No. 18
⇒
z x
y
No. 181
z x
y
No. 182
z x
y
No. 183
• Pair mode No. 19 splits into 3 variations:
z x
y
No. 19
⇒
z x
y
No. 191
z x
y
No. 192
z x
y
No. 193
• Pair mode No. 20 splits into 10 variations:
z x
y
No. 20
⇒
z x
y
No. 2011
z x
y
No. 2021
z x
y
No. 2031
z x
y
No. 2012
z x
y
No. 2022
z x
y
No. 2032
z x
y
No. 2013
z x
y
No. 2023
z x
y
No. 2033
z x
y
No. 2043
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• Pair mode No. 21 splits into 3 variations:
z x
y
No. 21
⇒
z x
y
No. 211
z x
y
No. 212
z x
y
No. 213
• Pair mode No. 22 splits into 10 variations:
z x
y
No. 22
⇒
z x
y
No. 2211
z x
y
No. 2221
z x
y
No. 2231
z x
y
No. 2212
z x
y
No. 2222
z x
y
No. 2232
z x
y
No. 2213
z x
y
No. 2223
z x
y
No. 2233
z x
y
No. 2243
• Pair mode No. 23 splits into 7 variations:
z x
y
No. 23
⇒
z x
y
No. 2311
z x
y
No. 2321
z x
y
No. 2331
z x
y
No. 2312
z x
y
No. 2322
z x
y
No. 2313
z x
y
No. 2323
• Pair mode No. 24 splits into 7 variations:
z x
y
No. 24
⇒
z x
y
No. 2411
z x
y
No. 2421
z x
y
No. 2431
z x
y
No. 2412
z x
y
No. 2422
z x
y
No. 2413
z x
y
No. 2423
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• Pair mode No. 25 splits into 10 variations:
z x
y
No. 25
⇒
z x
y
No. 2511
z x
y
No. 2521
z x
y
No. 2531
z x
y
No. 2541
z x
y
No. 2512
z x
y
No. 2522
z x
y
No. 2532
z x
y
No. 2513
z x
y
No. 2523
z x
y
No. 2514
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S2. BAND STRUCTURE OF 2×2×2 SUPERCELL STRUCTURES I, II, III AND IV
(a) Structure I
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(b) Structure II
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(c) Structure III
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(d) Structure IV
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Figure S1. Band structures of the four optimized 2×2×2 supercell structures I, II, III and IV.
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S3. OPTIMIZED 2×2×2 SUPERCELL STRUCTURE WITH ALL DIAGONALLY-ORIENTED MA+ IONS
• Atomic structure: cf. Fig. 4 in the manuscript.
• Lattice parameters: a ≈ b ≈ c = 12.60 Å.
• Band structure (band gap = 1.347 eV):
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Figure S2. Band structure of the optimized 2×2×2 supercell structure in which all MA+ cations are oriented diagonally.
S4. PAIR-MODE DISTRIBUTION IN OPTIMIZED 3×3×3 SUPERCELL STRUCTURES
We have also optimized 20 3×3×3 supercell structures of MAPbI3 using DFT (data available in Ref. [2]). Figure S3(a) and
(b) show the optimized structured that have the highest and lowest total energies, respectively. There difference is 15 meV per
MAPbI3 unit. The pair-mode distribution of these 20 optimized structures is depicted in Fig. S4. Compared with the pair-mode
distribution calculated with the more proper 4×4×4 supercell models (Fig. 9 of the main text), the 3×3×3 models show much
more significant population (0.094 vs. 0.036) in the linear-extending mode No. 18. We consider that this is an artefact due to the
odd number of single cells along each lattice vector of the 3×3×3 supercell models [3].
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(a) High-energy structure
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Figure S3. Two optimized structures of 3×3×3 supercell models as well as their dipole patterns of the bottom, middle and top layers.
(a) Distribution of each sample (b) Overall distribution
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Figure S4. Pair-mode distribution of optimized 3×3×3 supercell models: (a) distribution of each individual sample, and (b) the overall
distribution of all samples.
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